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This poster describes the design of a distributed system
to resolve flat semantic-free identifiers. Because Distributed
Hash Tables (DHTs, [10, 13]) in theory allow users of the
DHT to perform fast lookups on flat identifiers, researchers
have—too eagerly, we argue—proposedusing them as a sub-
strate for variousresolutiontasks. For example, researchers
have argued forinfrastructure-styleDHTs in systems like
CoDoNS [7] (here the lookup key is a hash of the DNS
name, and the target of the resolution is an A-record), i3 [12]
(here, the lookup key is a flat identifier, one per well-known
Internet service, and the target of the resolution is the actual
IP address of the service), and SFR [14] (here, the lookup
key is a flat identifier, one per Web link, and the target of the
resolution is an (IP,port,path) triple).

The purpose of this work is twofold:

1. To revisit the design decisions above; in particular, we
think that neither the systems above—nor any other
“mission-critical” service—should rely on DHTs. We ex-
plain why below, with reference to a more plausible alter-
native.

2. To build a novel distributed system, which is robust (i.e.,
requires minimal trust assumptions) yet efficient (i.e., ca-
pable of handling millions of “flat name” lookups per
second) for the application of name resolution. While our
motivation was initially to revisit the design decisions
above, we believe that we have arrived at a useful read-
write distributed system that has independent interest. We
call this systemFNR, for Flat Name Resolver.

We now describe the design of FNR and how it is different
from existing distributed systems.

The FNR infrastructure: FNR is a managed infrastruc-
ture (like OpenDHT [9]) running on a small set of highly-
available nodes, with a fairly static node-membership, un-
der which conditions it is reasonable to assume that a sin-
gle trusted entity propagates membership information to all
nodes periodically (e.g., daily). On the other hand, DHTs are
designed for large distributed systems with millions of nodes
and a highly dynamic node membership, where it is imprac-
tical to assume that any single node has information about all
the other nodes in the system. Hence, DHTs require a strong
trust assumption that all nodes propagate correct member-
ship information.

Like DHTs, every key in FNR is assigned to a subset of

nodes, the association being determined by consistent hash-
ing. Because every node has complete information about the
identities of all nodes, the “look up” problem of determining
the node(s) responsible for a particular key—which figures
so prominently in DHT design—is trivial in FNR. Moreover,
nodes in a DHT need to trust each other to look up keys
(leading to routing security concerns, addressing which re-
quires additional mechanism [1]) while FNR makes no such
trust assumptions.

Key revocation: Today, many storage systems (e.g., [3,
4, 9, 11]) protect the integrity of key-value pairs viaself-
certification [6]: for a key value pairK-V that is stored by
the system, anyone can check, givenK, thatV actually “be-
longs” to K. The common approach to constructing “self-
certifying” key-value pairs is to use public key cryptography
to bindK andV to the entity that owns a cryptographic pub-
lic key PK in the following manner:K contains the hash of
PK and theV contains a signature with the corresponding
secret keySK, so that anyone can verify that theV was cre-
ated by the person who owned the public key that is part of
K. However, this approach has the undesirable consequence
that when the owner ofK changes its public key as a result
of a compromise of the corresponding secret key,K itself
must change. This can be a problem for applications that
want K to be persistent. FNR also uses self-certification to
store key-value pairs but considerably mitigates the effect of
key compromise and ensures that keys are persistent.

The idea in FNR is to decouple the public key used to
identifythe entity from the public key used tosignthe values
because the secret key corresponding to the latter public key,
which is used more often than the secret key corresponding
to the former, has a greater chance of being compromised.
FNR uses two public keys, a master public keyMK and a
delegate public keyPK. K contains the hash ofMK, but the
secret key corresponding to the public keyPK is used to sign
the value. The secret key corresponding toMK is then used
to sign a certificate forPK and this certificate, along with
MK andPK, is part of the value. If the secret key correspond-
ing to PK is compromised, the owner of the key-value pair
issues a new certificate for the public key and updates the
signatures on all key-value pairs, but the hash ofMK, which
is part ofK, need not change. In this way, FNR guarantees
the persistence of flat names even with key revocation. We
assume here that the secret key corresponding toMK, which
is used only rarely to sign certificates whenPK changes, will



not be compromised as often as the secret key corresponding
to PK which is used to sign all key-value pairs.

Fault Tolerant Update Protocols: To store self-
certifying versioned key-value pairs in FNR, users issue
READ(key)andWRITE(key,value)RPCs to a well-known
set of FNR machines calledportals. Because all nodes have
complete information about the membership of the system,
a portal can determine the set of nodes responsible for a par-
ticularkey by consistent hashing. On receiving a request to
write a key-value pair, the portal simply stores the key-value
pair at each of the assigned nodes of the key. On receiving
a read request on a key, the portal queries all the assigned
nodes of the key and returns the value with the highest ver-
sion number from among the set of all values returned by the
assigned nodes.

Our protocols to read and write key-value pairs function
correctly even if a fraction of nodes exhibit Byzantine faults.
For example, the read protocol works correctly even if all
but one of the assigned nodes return the incorrect value.
Our read and write protocols are reminiscent of the approach
used in Byzantine Quorum Systems [5] to tolerate Byzantine
faults. Our protocols provide only probabilistic guarantees,
and the number of nodes to read from or write to can be
tuned according to the level of performance guarantees (e.g.,
bound on the probability of failure during a read, latency)
required from the system and an estimate of the number of
malicious nodes in the system.

In contrast, DHTs are designed to function in a coopera-
tive trusted environment and hence the update protocols in
DHTs do not function correctly when nodes have Byzantine
faults. While some DHTs (e.g., [8]) tolerate Byzantine faults
by using algorithms that replicate the state of the system at
multiple nodes [2], the overhead of such mechanisms is un-
necessary in our system due to the self-certifying nature of
our key-value pairs.

Weak consistency semantics: FNR provides weaker con-
sistency guarantees than DHTs with respect to storing key-
value pairs persistently in order to simplify its design. We
believe this is not a problem because flat names will be pub-
lished with a TTL (and hence will be periodically refreshed
by their owners, much like DNS names). To give an ex-
ample of how we take advantage of this flexibility, recall
that a trusted entity propagates membership information to
all FNR nodes periodically. However, propagating complete
membership information is viable only when done at coarse
timescales (e.g., once a day). In order to accommodate this
constraint, our update protocols are designed to be tolerant
to membership changes at finer timescales. For example, the
portal does not wait for all the assigned nodes of a key to re-
spond during the read or write protocols, which might very
rarely lead to a key-value pair being lost (e.g., an occasional
write might not “stick” on any node) until the next time it is
refreshed.

In conclusion, FNR is a high-throughput flat name resolu-
tion infrastructure, that requires minimal trust assumptions.

We are developing a prototype implementation of our sys-
tem, which we will begin evaluating soon.
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